The paper presents the position analysis of a spatial structure composed of two platforms mutually connected by one RRP and three SS serial kinematic chains, where R, P, and S stand for revolute, prismatic, and spherical kinematic pair respectively. A set of three compatibility equations is laid down that, following algebraic elimination, results in a 28 th -order univariate algebraic equation, which in turn provides the addressed problem with 28 solutions in the complex domain.
INTRODUCTION
Parallel kinematics machines have gained more and more interest in research as well as in industry. In effect, their high stiffness and low inertia make them attractive alternative designs for demanding tasks such as high speed machining [1] . Parallel kinematics machines may feature a fully-parallel kinematic architecture, like the Gough-Stewart platform, or a hybrid parallel-serial kinematic architecture, like the Tricept machine, in which a parallel positioning device carries a serial wrist [2] .
With reference to Fig.1 , a Tricept manipulator can be thought of as obtained by serially connecting two elemental manipulators, precisely a three-degree-of-freedom (3-dof) inparallel-actuated manipulator and -depending on the specific Tricept model -a 2-dof or 3-dof serial manipulator ( Fig. 1 shows a 6-dof Tricept).
The in-parallel-actuated elemental manipulator of a Tricept consists of a fixed base connected to a movable platform by four serial kinematic sub-chains. One of these sub-chains is of type UP (U stands for universal -or Hooke -joint, P means prismatic kinematic pair), whereas the remaining three subchains are of type UPS (S signifies spherical kinematic pair). The serial elemental manipulator connects the alreadymentioned movable platform to the end-effector of the Tricept via a universal joint (5-dof Tricept) or a spherical wrist realized by three revolute pairs having mutually-intersecting axes (6-dof Tricept, see Fig. 1 ).
In any Tricept, the centers of the U-joints in the UPS subchains, as well as the centers of the S-joints, are at the vertices of equilateral triangles fixed to the base and to the movable platform respectively. Moreover, the center of the U-joint in the UP sub-chain is equidistant from the centers of the remaining U-joints; in the U-joint of the UP sub-chain, the axis of the revolute kinematic pair next to the manipulator base is either orthogonal or parallel to a side of the aforementioned fixed equilateral triangle; the line through the center of the U-joint of the UP sub-chain and parallel to the sliding movement of this sub-chain's P-joint intersects the movable triangle at its center; the UP sub-chain is so arranged as to make -for a subset of manipulator configurations -the sides of the movable equilateral triangles parallel to and equidistant from the sides of the fixed equilateral triangle.
The Tricept end-effector is moved in space by actuating the P pairs in the three UPS sub-chains of the in-parallelactuated elemental manipulator, as well as the revolute pairs of the serial elemental manipulator (in Fig. 1 all actuated kinematic pairs are highlighted by asterisks). In the sequel, only the case of a 6-dof Tricept will be taken into account, the differences with respect to the case of a 5-dof Tricept being manifest and easily manageable.
Position analysis is a necessary step for the control of a manipulator. The position analysis problem consists in determining the relationship between the parameters of motion of the actuated joints and the rigid-body position (location) of the manipulator's end-effector. The position analysis problem comprises two dual problems, namely, the inverse kinematics and the forward kinematics.
The inverse kinematics of a manipulator is the search for the parameters of motions of all actuated kinematic pairs in the UPS sub-chains once the location of the end-effector has been assigned. It is not difficult to recognize that the inverse kinematics of the in-parallel-actuated elemental manipulator of a Tricept is equivalent to the inverse kinematics of a serial UP regional manipulator endowed with a spherical wrist [3] . Addressing exhaustively this problem leads to eight real sets of parameters of motion that stem from solving first-and secondorder univariate algebraic equations only.
Conversely, the forward kinematics of a manipulator consists in finding the possible locations of the end-effector once the variables of motions of all actuated kinematic pairs have been prescribed. Solving the forward kinematics of a parallel manipulator is a difficult task: despite the copious literature on this topic, no general tool exists that is applicable to any parallel manipulator [4] . For a Tricept, a convenient way of tackling the problem consists in solving separately the forward kinematics of the two aforementioned elemental manipulators. The forward kinematics of the in-parallelactuated elemental manipulator is equivalent to searching for all possible locations of the platform that are compatible with the assigned parameters of motion of the three actuated prismatic pairs in the UPS sub-chains. For the serial elemental manipulator, on the other hand, the forward kinematics consists in finding the only location of the Tricept end-effectorrelative to the movable platform -that results from a given choice of the parameters of motion of the three revolute pairs. As soon as the outcomes of both forward kinematics problems become available, answering the forward kinematics of the Tricept turns out to be a trivial task.
Solving the forward kinematics of the in-parallel-actuated elemental manipulator of a Tricept is equivalent to finding the assembly configurations of the structure that results from the elemental manipulator itself by freezing the three actuated prismatic pairs. Such a UP-3(US) structure -shown in Fig. 2 has three links each joined to base and platform by a universal joint and a spherical pair respectively. It can be easily recognized that the location of the platform does not change if at the extremities of these links the universal joint and the spherical pair swap places, or even if the universal joint is replaced by a spherical pair. Therefore the forward kinematics of the in-parallel-actuated elemental manipulator of a Tricept can even be solved by looking for the assembly configurations of the linkage represented in Fig. 3 .
Despite the freedom of any SS connecting rod to revolve about the line through the extremity spherical pair centers, the UP-3(SS) linkage in Fig. 3 will be conventionally termed a structure because what is relevant here is that the connectivity [5] of the platform relative to the base is still zero as in the original UP-3(US) structure. Should the axes of the revolute pairs in the universal joint of the UP-3(SS) structure become mutually skewed and inclined at a generic angle, the direction of sliding motion in the prismatic kinematic pair be free to form a generic angle with the direction of the axis of the adjacent revolute pair, and the centers of all spherical joints be generically placed on the base and the platform, then the UP-3(SS) structure of Fig. 3 would turn into the RRP-3(SS) general-geometry structure represented in Fig. 4 (character R in structure's acronym means revolute kinematic pair).
The scope of this paper is to present a method for solving in polynomial form the position analysis of the generalgeometry RRP-3(SS) spatial structure (see Fig. 4 ). Starting from a set of three compatibility equations in three unknowns, the method presented in this paper reduces the solution of the position analysis to finding the roots of a 28 means that 28 assembly configurations exist in the complex domain.
Contrary to the convictions expressed in [3] , the literature available at the time did not provide any means to solve exhaustively the forward kinematics of any Tricept manipulator. It were Joshi and Tsai [6] who first presented the forward kinematics solution for a Tricept, precisely the Tricept with the U-joint of the UP sub-chain having the axis of the fixed-axis revolute pair going through the center of a U-joint of a UPS sub-chain. For such a manipulator, 24 assembly configurations were recognized as possible in the complex domain. Moreover, in [6] the number of solutions for the forward kinematics of a general-geometry Tricept manipulator was predicted as high as 32 in the complex domain. Considering that the forward kinematics of a general-geometry Tricept can be solved by finding the assembly configurations of a special-geometry RRP-3(SS) structure, the procedure presented in this paper lowers such an esteem to 28.
The paper concludes with two numerical examples that show application of the presented results to as many case studies.
COMPATIBILITY EQUATIONS
The position analysis of the general-geometry RRP-3(SS) structure will be carried out by solving a set of three compatibility equations in a corresponding number of unknowns. The present section is devoted to showing the procedure conducive to finding the above-mentioned set of equations. Actual solution of these equations is deferred to the next section.
In order to determine a set of compatibility equations, the three SS links of the RRP-3(SS) structure shown in Fig. 4 are thought of as temporarily removed so as to obtain a generalgeometry RRP open-loop mechanism. The generic configuration of this RRP mechanism can be expressed in terms of three parameters by referring to the mechanism's reference (or home) configuration shown in Fig. 5 and specified in detail hereafter. The compatibility equations will be derived by writing the position of point Q, attached to link 3, as function of the abovementioned three parameters. For ease of subsequent reference, the four links of the RRP mechanism are sequentially labeled from 0 to 3 starting from the fixed link (base).
As a first step, a Cartesian reference frame O b x b y b z b fixed to the base of the RRP mechanism is set up with its origin, O b , at the point where the axis of the revolute pair between links 0 and 1 meets the common perpendicular to the axes of the two revolute pairs (see A unit vector, m, is now introduced parallel to the direction of the sliding motion of link 3 relative to link 2. At the home configuration of the RRP mechanism, the location of links 2 and 3 is so chosen as to make unit vector m become parallel to the plane defined by unit vector n 2 
where 
where c i =cos  i , s i =sin  i , and I is the 33 identity matrix. In using Eqs. (1) and (2), the following relations have to be taken into account Equations (1) and (4) together express the rigid-body position of link 3 of the RRP mechanism in terms of parameters  1 ,  2 , and .
Although a generic choice for parameters  1 ,  2 , and  certainly results into an admissible configuration of the RRP mechanism, the same choice does not necessarily correspond to an assembly configuration of the RRP-3(SS) structure.
To solve the position analysis of the RRP-3(SS) structure, the formerly-removed SS-links are now ideally added to the RRP mechanism, thus re-obtaining the original RRP-3(SS) structure. Insertion of the three SS-links into the RRP mechanism is feasible if and only if the following set of compatibility equations is satisfied
In Eqs. (6), A j and B j (j=1,2,3) are the centers of the spherical pairs that connect the generic SS-link of the RRP-3(SS) structure to base and platform respectively, whereas L j is the length of the considered SS-link (see fig. 5 ). In 
Equations (8) is a set of three conditions in three unknowns, namely  1 ,  2 , and  (matrices R 1 and R 2 depend on  1 and  2 respectively, see Eq. (2) ). The generic solution of equation set (8) represents an assembly configuration of the RRP-3(SS) structure because it directly provides the configuration of the corresponding RRP mechanism that is compatible with the presence of the three SS-links.
A procedure to solve exhaustively Eqs. (8) is dealt with in the next section.
ALGEBRAIC ELIMINATION AND BACK-SUBSTITUTION
The determination of all solutions of equation set (8) is carried out by first making algebraic the dependence of all equations on the unknowns. After algebraic elimination, a univariate algebraic equation will be determined whose roots will provide the sought-for assembly configurations of the RRP-3(SS) structure.
The left-hand sides of Eqs. (8) depend linearly on matrices R i (i=1,2), which in turn depend at most linearly on either s i =sin i or c i =cos i (see Eq. (2)). In addition, almost any term on the left-hand side of Eqs. (8) 
where quantities e jpquv () depend at most linearly on  for j=2,3. For the first of Eqs. (9)  j=1  the dependence of e jpquv () on  is at most linear as soon as at least one of indices p, q, u, and v is different from zero; at most quadratic if all of these indices vanish. By replacing the sine and cosine of  i (i=1,2) with the following expressions in terms of t i = tan( i /2) 
The left-hand sides of these equations can in turn be regarded as linearly dependent on the twenty-four power products t 1 u t 2 v (u = 0,..,5; v = 0,..,3) and arranged in matrix form as follows
In this equation, M is a 2424 matrix whose elements depend on unknown , whereas  is the following 24-component vector .....
T t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t tt   (15)
Equation (14) is now regarded as a linear, homogeneous set of 24 equations in the 24 power products. Since it must be satisfied at an assembly configuration of the RRP-3(SS) structure and one of the power products is known a priori to be different from 0 (t 1 0 t 2 0 = 1), matrix M must be singular at an assembly configuration of the RRP-3(SS) structure, which leads to the ensuing condition
Equation (16) itself is the outcome of elimination of unknowns t 1 and t 2 from the set of compatibility equations.
Owing to the dependence of the elements of matrix M on unknown   at most quadratic for the elements on the first eight rows of M, at most linear for the elements on the remaining rows  the degree of the left-hand side of Eq. (16) is expected not to exceed 32. Actually, direct verification by algebraic manipulation software -employed to carry out exactarithmetic computations for a number of RRP-3(SS) structures with randomly-chosen geometric parameters -has consistently shown that the left-hand side of Eq. where coefficients h w (w=0,..,28) depend on the geometry of the RRP-3(SS) only.
In the complex domain, Eq. (17) admits twenty-eight roots that can be determined by resorting to well-known numerical algorithms.
For the generic solution  j (1  j  28) of Eq. (17), the corresponding values t 1j and t 2j of unknowns t 1 and t 2 can be found by back-substitution, which specifically consists in evaluating matrix M for the considered value  j of , linearly solving Eq. (14) with the provision that the first component of vector  is unitary, and selecting the second and seventh components of vector  (see Eq. (15)). Once t 1j and t 2j have been determined, Eqs. (10) directly provide the sine and cosine of  1j and  2j which, together with  j , allow determination of the j-th assembly configuration of the RRP-3(SS) structure through Eqs. (1) and (4).
APPLICATION TO THE FORWARD KINEMATICS OF TRICEPT MANIPULATORS
As already stated in the introductory section of this paper, the procedure that has been proposed for carrying out the position analysis of the RRP-3(SS) structure can be specialized to solve the forward kinematics of the 3-dof in-parallel-actuated elemental manipulator of a Tricept manipulator. Due to the geometric specificities of such an elemental manipulator, the corresponding UP-3(SS) structure is associated with an RRP mechanism (see It has been already mentioned in the introductory section that there exist two different types of in-parallel-actuated elemental manipulators for Tricept manipulators. The corresponding UP-3(SS) structures -shown in Figs. 3 and 6 and here dubbed as type-I and type-II structures respectivelydiffer in the placement with respect to triangle T A of the revolute pair axis parallel to unit vector n 1 (see Figs. 5, 3, and 6): such an axis goes through a vertex of triangle T A for a type-I UP-3(SS) structure (as for the Tricept 805), whereas it is parallel to a side of triangle T A for a type-II UP-3(SS) structure (as for the Tricept 600).
The procedure presented in this paper for the solution of the position analysis of the RRP-3(SS) structure can be specialized to tackle the forward kinematics of Tricept manipulators whose in-parallel-actuated elemental manipulator involves a type-II UP-3(SS) structure. Twenty-eight assembly configurations are possible for this structure in the complex domain. Due to geometric specificities of the type-II structure, all odd-index coefficients of Eq. (17) . This happens because a type-II UP-3(SS) structure can be assembled in either of two configurations that are symmetric with respect to the plane that contains the base points A i (i=1,2,3) and the U-joint center.
The forward kinematics of Tricept manipulators that involve a type-I UP-3(SS) cannot be solved by the procedure presented in this paper. The reason has to be sought in the algebraic elimination procedure here adopted, which does not profit from the simplified form taken in this case by the compatibility equations. The reader is therefore referred to the procedure explained in [6] , where the 24 solutions that exist in the complex domain are determined by solving a 12 th -order algebraic equation in the square of one of the unknowns, followed by extraction of square root and linear backsubstitution.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
This section shows application of the presented method to the position analysis of two structures: the first one is an RRP-3(SS) structure, whereas the other is a type-II UP-3(SS) structure.
With reference to Table 1 ; eight of them are real, whereas the remaining are complex. Therefore the considered RRP-3(SS) structure can actually be assembled in eight different ways. For any real value of  i reported in Table 1, Table 2 Table 3 , six of which are real and positive. Consequently, Eq. (17) has twelve real solutions, as many as are the square roots (with both plus and minus signs) of the aforementioned positive real values for  2 . The corresponding twelve real assembly configurations of the considered type-II UP-3(SS) structure are listed in Table 4 in terms of the values of parameters ,  1 ,  2 and the coordinates of points B i (i=1,.. Table 4 , pairs of assembly configurations that are symmetric with respect to the x-y plane of reference frame O b x b y b z b are listed together; the selection of a single configuration is made by choosing the upper or lower signs wherever such an alternative exists.) Once more, it is easy to verify that the computed positions of points B i (i=1,..,3) are congruent with the lengths L i (i=1,..,3) of the three SS links.
CONCLUSIONS
A procedure to exhaustively solve the position analysis of a general-geometry RRP-3(SS) multi-loop spatial structure has been presented. The twenty-eight solutions that exist in the complex domain can be determined by finding the roots of a univariate algebraic equation of 28 th order, followed by linear back-substitutions.
If suitably specialized, the proposed procedure can find application to some types of Tricept manipulators, specifically those whose forward kinematics falls outside the reach of an already-known solving method.
Numerical examples have shown application of the presented results to two case studies. Table 4 -Values of , 1 and 2, together with (x,y,z)-cooordinates of points Bi (i=1,2,3) relative to reference frame Obxbybzb, for the real assembly configurations of the considered type-II UP-3(SS) structure.
